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Solar	Physics	
at	INAF	
	
	
3	optical	tel.	
(3/6	cities)	
	
IBIS	
	



Provides mult i -band ful l -disk 
observations of the Sun on a 
continuous basis (spatial resolution 
1 arcsec per pixel,  photometric 
accuracy 0.1% ) ideal for studying: 
 
● Photometric properties of solar 
features 
● Irradiance changes 
 
à SPRING SCIENCE TOPICS: 
-  Solar awareness 
-  Synoptic magnetic fields 

Rome-PSPT	
Precision	Solar	Photometric	Telescope	

Ilaria Ermolli 

[Ermolli et al. 1998, 2003, 2007] 



Rome-PSPT	
Precision	Solar	Photometric	Telescope	
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A	 0.15m	 achromatic-doublet	
(f=2.3m),	 low-scattered	 light,	
refractor	telescope	designed	for	
synoptic	observations	

q  equipped	with	6	narrow	
band	 interference	 filters	
(FWHM	=	0.1	–	1.2	nm)	

q  CCD	camera	2kx2k		
	

XEDAR	camera	–	CCD	THOMSON	TH7899M	12bit	
array	size:	2048x2048	pixels						noise:	35	e-	RMS	
pixel	size:	12	μm																										rate	4	frames/s	

Ilaria Ermolli 

	
	

Twin	of	the	Mauna-Loa	PSPT		
	
MLSO-PSPT	(2005	–	2015)	
	
Rome-PSPT	(1996	–	present)	
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•  Ca	II	K	@	393.2	±	0.25	nm		
•  Ca	II	K	@	393.3	±	0.11	nm	
•  G	band	=	430.7	±	1.2	nm	
•  Blue	cont.	=	409.4	±	0.27	nm	

•  (also	Green	cont.	=	535.7	±	0.5	
nm)	

•  Red	cont.	=	606.9	±	0.45	nm	

§  spatial	resolution:	2"	
§  observation	time	interval:	from	8:00	to	13:00	CET,	cadence	one/two	images/day	

	

� 	Full-disk	images	taken	at	5	spectral	bands	

Rome-PSPT	data	products	

Ilaria Ermolli 



To evaluate both data contents and homogeneity in time, we measure 
the following quantities in each image: 
 
•  Level of geometrical distortions (limb width) 
•  Level of large-scale inhomogeneities (intensity along disk annuli) 
•  Level of stray-light degradations on the images (aureola intensity) 
•  Spatial resolution (FFT) and  
•  Contrast on the solar disk.  
 

Rome-PSPT	image	processing:		
image	quality	evaluation	

Ilaria Ermolli 



Rome-PSPT	image	processing:		
image	quality	evaluation	

Ilaria Ermolli 

Sum 25 frames                                     Single frame 
 



Rome-PSPT	image	processing:		
Restoring	seeing	effects	

Ilaria Ermolli 

[Criscuoli and Ermolli 2008] Estimation	of	the	PSF,	Image	deconvolution	
									



I. Ermolli et al.: Radiative emission of solar features in the Ca II K line

Fig. 2. Example of PK-027 (top panels) observations analysed in this
study and of the corresponding mask images (bottom panels). The ob-
servations were taken on 2007 June 7 (left side) and June 21 (right
side). The disk features on mask images are identified by color: blue,
light blue, green, and yellow show quiet Sun, network, enhanced net-
work and plage regions, respectively; white and red show penumbral
and umbral regions (visible only when enlarging the figure).

Table 1. Identification classes, solar features, and atmosphere models
utilized in this study.

Class Solar feature Atmosphere model
B quiet Sun model B, VAL3-C, FAL3-C, FA-06
D network model D, FAL3-F
F enhanced model F

network
H plage model H, model F, FAL3-F, FAL3-P
P bright plage model P
S umbra –
R penumbra –

Notes. The table summarizes the classes utilized for the identification
of the various solar features, the relation between each class and the cor-
responding solar feature, as well as the relation between solar features
and atmosphere models considered for the comparisons presented in the
following. Models B to P indicate the set of atmospheres of Fontenla
et al. (2009), which constitutes the reference set in this study. Models
VAL3-C, FAL3-C, and FA06-C indicate the atmospheres for quiet Sun
regions presented by Vernazza et al. (1981), and Fontenla et al. (1993,
2006), respectively. Models FAL3-F and FAL3-P are the atmospheres
for plage and bright plage regions presented by Fontenla et al. (1993).

to identify the various solar features, the relation between each
class and the corresponding solar feature, as well as the relation
between solar features and the various atmosphere models con-
sidered in the comparisons presented in the following.

Figure 2 shows examples of features identified in two sets of
observations analysed in this study. We measured the radiative
emission of the features identified in each image. In particular,
we considered the emergent intensity of quiet Sun regions and
the contrast of bright features. The latter quantity is defined, for
each heliocentric angle, as the ratio (I f − IB)/IB, where I f is the
median of intensity values of pixels labeled as feature f , and IB
is the median intensity of pixels coded as feature B (QS, internet-
work). The contrast of features was computed in 50 equal-area
annuli centered on the solar disk center. For each bandpass and

feature, the center-to-limb variation (CLV, hereafter) of contrast
was computed by taking into account the median contrast val-
ues measured for the given feature in the 50 annuli of all the
images in the specified bandpass. We note that we decomposed
PK-027 images, and subsequently measured the radiative prop-
erties of identified features in PK-027, PKR-011, and PK-010
co-aligned images using this decomposition. This was done to
compare measurement and synthesis results assuming that the
size of identified features is constant across the various images,
i.e., over the atmospheric heights sampled by the PK filters.

3. Spectral synthesis

To discuss the results of our measurements and place them in
context with results of previous studies, we computed synthetic
spectra in the range of the Ca II K line with the RH radiative
code (Uitenbroek 2002). This code performs NLTE radiative
transfer modeling by utilizing the partial frequency redistribu-
tion formalism (PRD). It has been utilized for spectral synthesis
and atmosphere diagnostics at chromospheric heights employ-
ing various atmosphere models. For example, Tritschler et al.
(2007), Reardon et al. (2009), and Pietarila et al. (2009) utilized
RH and earlier models by Fontenla et al. (1993), while Rezaei
et al. (2008) and Grigoryeva et al. (2009) employed the sets of
Fontenla et al. (2006) and Fontenla et al. (2007).

Our calculations with RH were performed by adopting a
5-level plus continuum atomic model (Uitenbroek 1989, 2001),
the atomic data of Shine & Linsky (1974) with collisional
strength values from Meléndez et al. (2007), and the set of at-
mosphere models presented by Fontenla et al. (2009), hereafter
FC09, as well as the earlier models of Vernazza et al. (1981) and
Fontenla et al. (1993, 2006), hereafter VAL3, FAL3, and FA06,
respectively. Since some of these models were constructed with
radiative transfer codes that utilize the complete redistribution
approximation (CRD), which is also an option in RH, we com-
puted the Ca II K line profiles with both formalisms for compari-
son. This was done to evaluate the sensitivity of synthesis results
to code approximations.

For each reference model, we calculated the emergent
spectrum at 43 wavelengths over the range 392.515 nm to
394.214 nm for 13 different viewing angles. For each angle and
atmosphere, we weighted the obtained spectrum with the vari-
ous filter profiles considered in our study and summed up the
result over the spectral range of our synthesis. The intensities
derived with the code were then compared with those measured
in PK images for various disk features. The results obtained are
presented in Sect. 4.

As discussed by Shine et al. (1975) and Uitenbroek (2002),
we found that the Ca II K line profiles derived from our sim-
ulations using the various reference models and adopting either
PRD or CRD, differ in terms of the line relative minima. The am-
plitude of the line emission peaks derived for the various models
at disk center, however, is almost unaffected by the adopted re-
distribution formalism. This is in contrast to the suggestion by
Fontenla et al. (2009, their Fig. 7) that the much higher emis-
sion peaks in the H and K lines they found can be attributed to
the lack of inclusion of PRD effects. We note that the difference
in emission peak amplitude between CRD and PRD increases
considerably towards the limb (Uitenbroek 1989) in any given
model, and that this affects the CLV of line-integrated quantities.
We also found that the difference between the profiles derived
from the two approximations increases according to the bright-
ness of the model disk feature it represents. Comparison of emis-
sion peaks obtained with both PRD or CRD also indicates that
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[Ermolli et al. 2010] 

Rome-PSPT	image	processing:		
CLV	compensation,	Image	segmentation	



[Chatizistergos et al. 2018, 2019] 

Rome-PSPT	:	homogenization	of	
different	series	

Ilaria Ermolli 



About	annual	coverage…	

[Chatizistergos et al. 2019] 
Ilaria Ermolli 



A	2	solar-cycle	old	instrument:	
							Control	update	(sw	and	hw)		
							CCD	(???)	
							data	format	and	update	hdr	keywords	
	
Further	work	to	merge	observations	from	different	sites:	
								Inter-comparison	of	results	from	modern	observations	(image	quality,	image	content)	

		
								Merging	of	results	from	historical	and	modern	observations	(scaling	vs	AL)	

Rome-PSPT	:	future	steps	

Ilaria Ermolli 



VAMOS	
Velocity	and	Magnetic	Observations	of	the	Sun	
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[Severino et al. 2001]  

Regular	observations	1999-2005,	
2009-2010	

Since	2015	
Coelostat	(30	cm)	–	245	cm	lens	(flenght	250	cm)		
Diffraction	limit	0.6”	at	600	nm	
Halpha	filter	0.5	A	
VAMOS	
2x	CCD	4kx4k	
->	1"/pixel	scale,	5	s	cadence	
	
	

Telescope	(40	cm)	
Best	time	resolution	1	image/160	ms	
Doppler	velocity	resolution	:	10	m/s	
Magnetic	field	range:	20-2500	G	
Diffraction	limit	0.6”	at	600	nm	
Halpha	filter	0.5	A	0.6”/pixel	
CCD	800x400	
->	6"/pixel	scale,	1	min	cadence	

Ilaria Ermolli 



FUTURE	STEPS:		
	

Finalization	(optical	components,	coelostat	motors)	
	

Software	and	electronics	necessary	to	automate	
	
Data	calibration,	Regular	observations	

VAMOS	data	products	

Ilaria Ermolli 

à SPRING SCIENCE TOPICS: 
-  Synoptic magnetic fields 
-  Synoptic velocity fields 
-  Transient events 

Halpha																																				Magnetogram																					Dopplergram	



EQUATORIAL	SPAR	CATANIA	

Ilaria Ermolli 

à Francesca’s talk later today 

à SPRING SCIENCE TOPICS: 
-  Solar awareness 
-  Synoptic magnetic fields 
-  Transient events 



IBIS	
Interferometric	Bidimensional	Spectrometer	
High	 cadence,	 dual	 interferometer	 imaging	
spectropolarimeter.	 By	 means	 of	 precise	 piezo-
electric	tuning,	IBIS	can	rapidly	and	reliably	scan	
selected	spectral	lines.	
	
Ma i n	 c omponen t s :	 2	 x	 F ab r y	 P e r o t	
interferometers,	 50-mm	 in	 diameter,	 used	 in	
series	 in	 a	 collimated	mount;	 coating	 optimized	
for	 the	 550-860	 nm	 spectral	 range,	 spectral	
resolution	 >	 200,000	 over	 the	 whole	 interval;	
this	corresponds	to	a	FWHM	of	the	 instrumental	
profile	of	20-45	mÅ,	depending	on	wavelength.		
	
FoV	about	95"	 in	diameter,	pixel	size	is	0.098″	x	
0.098″	 and	 the	 diffraction	 limit	 at	 600	 nm	 is	
∼0.2″,	 short	 exposures,	 approx	 25	 ms,	 fast	
acquisition	system	achieves	8-14	frames/sec.	

Ilaria Ermolli [Cavallini 2006] 



IBIS	
Interferometric	Bidimensional	Spectrometer	

Ilaria Ermolli 

à SPRING SCIENCE TOPICS: 
-  Synoptic magnetic fields 
-  Synoptic velocity fields 
-  Transient events 
-  Solar awareness 

IBIS	 can	 function	 in	 spectropolarimetric	 mode	 by	
modulating	 the	 incoming	 light	 with	 a	 pair	 of	
nematic	 liquid	 crystal	 variable	 retarders	 placed	
ahead	of	the	instrument.		
	

[Judge et al. 2010] 

[Cauzzi et al. 2008] 



IBIS	data	products	



IBIS	data	products	:	IBIS-A		

Ilaria Ermolli 

23.5 TB of data taken during 21 observing campaigns 
carried out from 2012 to 2018 on 115 days 

	
	
	
	
	
	



Installed	at	the	Dunn	Solar	Telescope	of	the	National	
Solar	Observatory	 in	Sunspot	on	 June	2003,	 IBIS	will	
soon	 be	 disassembled	 and	 shipped	 back	 to	 Italy	 for	
maintenance	 and	 updates	 in	 the	 perspective	 of	
relocating	it	at	the	Teide	Observatory.	

IBIS	past,	present	and	near	future	

Ilaria Ermolli 



CONCLUSIONS	

INAF	CONTRIBUTION	TO	THE	PROJECT	
	

D8.3	Design	For	Post-focus	Instrumentation	
			Prototyping:	opto-mechanical	design	(N-IBIS),	control	(N-IBIS,	PSPT),	operation	
	

D8.6	Software	For	Stokes	Inversion	
D8.8	Software	For	Data	Calibration,	Merging	
			Data	series	to	test	the	new	methods	developed	by	the	project		
	

D8.9	Report	On	Rational	And	Results	Of	The	Data	Homogenization	And	Multi-
instrument	Flare	Detection	
D8.10	Report	On	Data	Homogenization	Of	Spring	Prototype	Data	
			Inter-comparison	of	results	from	other	methods	

AVAILABLE	TO	THE	PROJECT	
Instrumentation	:	Rome-PSPT,	VAMOS,	Eq.-spar	Catania,	(N)IBIS	
	

Data	:		full-disc	filtergrams	(Ca	II	K	to	K:	393	-770	nm	range),	dopplergrams,	magnetograms	
High-resolution	Full-Stokes	measurements		550-860	nm	spectral	range	
	

Methods	:	full-disc	(calibration,	restoring,	image	quality,	CLV,	segmentation,	merging)	
High-resolution	(calibration,	restoring,	inversion)	

Ilaria Ermolli 



THANKS!	


